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Content of planning: perceptions of space, place 

& territory

Visualization �� materiality

Regional level and higher: map dominant

Source of consensus and conflict

This presentation: what maps do, sometimes 

unintentionally

Focus: use of maps in debate and how choices 

influence debate

Conclusion: brief outline on ‘visioning’



Do we need maps in planning?(Van Eeten & Roe, 2000, JAPA)



Maps creating and seeking consensus in conflict



Maps to stimulate thinking out of the box (but sometimes fail to do so)



Maps to stimulate thinking out of the box (but sometimes fail to do so)



Maps to stimulate thinking out of the box (but sometimes fail to do so)



From maps to diagrams (because genuine maps are too controversial)









Maps to provide evidence in discourse



Maps to show an unwanted future: the discursive map



Maps to present a complex strategy in condensed form: the conceptual map



Maps to present a complex strategy: follow up decision-making



Same plan but three entirely different maps



Maps which indicate a planning principle: The master plan



Maps which indicate a planning principle: Metagovernance (visioning)



Maps showing power balance shifts 



Maps which indicate a planning principle II: Project implementation





Conclusion

Maps in bewildering variety of forms:

Evidence based, showing key assumptions

Diagrams

Conceptual

Detailed: masterplan & projectmap

Maps express planning principles:

Analyse the visual language (colours, symbols, preciseness)

Analyse the key

Check the frame and the white areas

Context:

Contentious?

Entrenched spatial visions?

Innovative?



Conclusion: mapping decisions

Audience:

- Professionals

- Politicians/administrators

- Lay people

What is prime content:

- Morphology

- Spatial position

- Spatial structure

Decisions:

- Frame

- North Direction

- Scale

- Key:

- Logic structure

- Number of elements

- Symbols: dots, lines, planes etc

- Thickness

- Colors

- Zonal maps: fading colours (fuzzy boundaries)

- Flows: meaning of arrows and lines




